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Abstra t

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) are a powerful probabilisti tool for modeling time series data, and have
been applied with su ess to many language-related
tasks su h as part of spee h tagging, spee h re ognition, text segmentation and topi dete tion. This paper des ribes the appli ation of HMMs to another language related task|information extra tion|the problem of lo ating textual sub-segments that answer a
parti ular information need. In our work, the HMM
state transition probabilities and word emission probabilities are learned from labeled training data. As
in many ma hine learning problems, however, the la k
of suÆ ient labeled training data hinders the reliability of the model. The key ontribution of this paper
is the use of a statisti al te hnique alled \shrinkage"
that signi antly improves parameter estimation of the
HMM emission probabilities in the fa e of sparse training data. In experiments on seminar announ ements
and Reuters a quisitions arti les, shrinkage is shown
to redu e error by up to 40%, and the resulting HMM
outperforms a state-of-the-art rule-learning system.

Introdu tion

The Internet makes available a tremendous amount of
text that has been generated for human onsumption;
unfortunately, this vast quantity of information is not
easily manipulated or analyzed by omputers. Information extra tion is the pro ess of lling elds in a
database by automati ally extra ting sub-sequen es of
human-readable text. Examples in lude extra ting the
lo ation of a meeting from an email message, or extra ting the name of the a quired ompany in a newswire
arti le about a ompany takeover.
This paper advo ates the use hidden Markov models (HMMs) for information extra tion. HMMs are a
type of probabilisti nite state ma hine, and a welldeveloped probabilisti tool for modeling sequen es of
observations. They have been applied with signi ant
su ess to many language-related tasks, in luding as
part-of-spee h tagging (Kupie 1992), spee h re ognition (Rabiner 1989), text segmentation and topi dete tion (van Mulbregt et al. 1998).
Be ause HMMs have foundations in statisti al theory, there is a ri h body of established te hniques for

learning the parameters of an HMM from training data
and for lassifying test data. In our work HMM statetransition probabilities and word emission probabilities
are learned from labeled training data. However, as
is the ase in many ma hine learning problems, large
amounts of training data are required to learn a model
that generalizes well and has high a ura y. Sin e training data must usually be painstakingly labeled by hand,
it is often diÆ ult to obtain enough, and the small quantities of available training data is a limiting fa tor on
performan e of the learned extra tor.
The key ontribution of this paper is the integration
of a statisti al te hnique alled shrinkage into information extra tion by HMMs. In our system, shrinkage is used to learn more robust HMM emission probabilities in the fa e of limited training data. The
te hnique works by \shrinking" parameter estimates
in data-sparse individual states towards the estimates
al ulated for data-ri h onglomerations of states, and
does so in ways that are provably optimal under the appropriate onditions. Shrinkage has been widely used
in statisti s and language modeling, in luding in HMMs
for a ousti modeling in spee h re ognition (Lee 1989).
In our approa h to information extra tion, the HMM
forms a probabilisti generative model of an entire do ument from whi h sub-segments are to be extra ted.
Separate HMMs are built to extra t di erent elds from
a do ument. In ea h HMM, a subset of the states are
distinguished as \target" states, and any words of the
do ument that are determined to have been generated
by those states are part of the extra ted sub-sequen e.
Several re ent reports have des ribed IE systems that
break do uments into many small fragments for the
purposes of learning and predi tion. Su h approa hes
require sometimes unsatisfa tory heuristi hoi es and
an result in a huge spa e of possible fragments. Our
approa h e e tively solves this fragment enumeration
problem by means of the Viterbi algorithm, an eÆ ient
method for nding the most probable sequen e of model
states orresponding to a given do ument.
A few previous proje ts have used HMMs for information extra tion, although with di ering stru tures,
and none with shrinkage over HMM states (Leek 1997;
Bikel et al. 1997). A related proje t fo uses on the

quite di erent task of learning HMM state-transition
stru ture for information extra tion (Seymore, M Callum, & Rosenfeld 1999).
We des ribe experiments on two real-world data sets:
on-line seminar announ ements and Reuters newswire
arti les on ompany a quisitions. Results show that
shrinkage onsistently improves the performan e over
absolute dis ounting. A representative HMM outperforms a state-of-the-art rule-learning system on
seven of nine extra tion tasks.
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HMMs for Information Extra tion

Suppose we are given the task of extra ting the pur hasing pri e from ea h do ument in a olle tion of arti les
des ribing orporate a quisitions. We an imagine that
a given arti le is the result of a sto hasti pro ess involving two unigram language models: a ba kground model
that typi ally emits tokens like 'that' and 'said'; and a
model spe i to pri es that typi ally emits tokens like
'$' and 'million'. To generate a do ument, the pro ess
emits tokens from the ba kground model, at some point
swit hing to the pri e model for a few tokens, then returning to the ba kground model to omplete the do ument. Slightly more realisti ally, there might be a
number of spe ialized models from whi h the pro ess
draws, some of them devoted to the ontext of the purhasing pri e, models responsible for pre x fragments
like \pur hased XYZ Corp for".
HMMs represent pre isely this kind of pro ess. A
HMM is a nite state automaton with sto hasti state
transitions and symbol emissions (Rabiner 1989). The
automaton models a probabilisti generative pro esses
whereby a sequen e of symbols is produ ed by starting
at a designated start state, transitioning to a new state,
emitting a symbol sele ted by that state, transitioning
again, emitting another symbol|and so on until a designated nal state is rea hed. Asso iated with ea h of
a set of states, S = fs1 ;    ; sn g, is a probability distribution over the symbols in the emission vo abulary
V = fw1 ; w2 ; :::wn g. The probability that state sj will
emit the vo abulary item w is written P(wjsj ). Similarly, asso iated with ea h state is a distribution over its
set of outgoing transitions. The probability of moving
from state si to state sj is written P(sj jsi ).
Model transition and emission probabilities an be
learned from training data. When the training sequen es are suÆ iently labeled so as to be asso iated
with a unique path of states, the probabilities an be
al ulated straightforwardly with ratios of ounts (maximum likelihood) or smoothed ratios of ounts (maximum a posteriori).
Given a model and all its parameters, information
extra tion is performed by determining the sequen e
of states that was most likely to have generated the
entire do ument, and extra ting the symbols that were
asso iated with designated \target" states.
To perform extra tion we therefore require an algorithm for nding the most likely state sequen e given a
HMM model M and a sequen e of symbols. Although

(c)

Figure 1: Three example topologies.
a naive approa h to nding the most likely sequen e
would take time exponential in the sequen e length, a
dynami programming solution alled the Viterbi algorithm solves the problem in just O(T N 2 ) time, where
T is the length of the sequen e and N is the number
of states in M . Thus the Viterbi algorithm exe utes
with time linear in the length of the sequen e|mu h
more eÆ iently than several other information extra tion approa hes that evaluate a super-linear number of
sub-sequen es.
The models we use for information extra tion have
the following hara teristi s:
 Ea h HMM extra ts just one type of
eld (su h as
\pur hasing pri e"). When multiple elds are to be
extra ted from the same do ument (su h as \purhasing pri e" and \a quiring ompany"), a separate
HMM is onstru ted for ea h eld.
 They model the entire do ument, and thus do not require pre-pro essing to segment do ument into senten es or other pie es. The entire text of ea h training do ument is used to train transition and emission
probabilities.
 They ontain two kinds of states, ba kground states
and target states. Target states are intended to produ e the tokens we want to extra t.
 They are not fully
onne ted. The restri ted transition stru ture aptures ontext that helps improve
extra tion a ura y. State-transition topology is set
by hand, not learned from training data.
Figure 1 shows three example topologies. The model
in Figure 1(a) is the simplest possible topology. In pra ti e, of ourse, we expe t that ontext around the target
state to provide important lues in the sear h for target
text. We an exploit some of these lues by adding prex and suÆx states, as in Figure 1(b). Similarly, target
fragments an vary in length, and ertain tokens may
be more ommon at the beginning or end of the fragments. If the obje t is to extra t the name of a ompany
for example, the tokens \In " and \Corp" are almost
ertainly at the end of a fragment. We an attempt to

apture su h stru ture by expanding the single target
state into an array of parallel paths of varying length.
The nal state in the longest su h path in ludes a selftransition, in order to a ount for unusually long target
fragments. Figure 1( ) shows a set of target paths of
lengths one to three.
Figure 1 illustrates the two topologi al parameters we
experiment with, ontext window size and target path
ount. The window size is the number of pre x and
suÆx states. The model in Figure 1(b) has a window
size of four. Of ourse, nothing requires that a model
have the same number of pre x and suÆx states; we
assume this for simpli ity. The path ount is the number of parallel, length-di erentiated, sequential target
paths. If the path ount is P , then a model has P target paths, varying in length from one to P . The model
in Figure 1(b) has a path ount of one; the model in
Figure 1( ) has a path ount of three.
In order to train a model, ea h token in a do ument is
labeled a ording to whether it is part of the target text.
We require that only target states emit su h tokens, and
only non-target states emit non-target tokens. Given
this onstraint, and a parti ular non-empty do ument,
only a single, unambiguous path is possible through any
of the topologies in Figure 1.
Estimating Emission Probabilities

When the emission vo abulary is large with respe t to
the number of training examples, maximum likelihood
estimation of emission probabilities will lead to poor estimates, with many words inappropriately having zero
probability. The use of a well- hosen prior in onjun tion with maximum a posteriori or Bayes optimal estimation will prevent zero-probability estimates and improve estimation overall.
For example, Bayes optimal parameter estimation in
onjun tion with a uniform Diri hlet prior results in
the widely used Lapla e smoothing, in whi h the ount
of every word in the vo abulary in in remented by a
single extra \priming" o urren e. This is also known
as additive smoothing. An alternative smoothing te hnique that performs better when the number of zeroount words varies widely from state to state is absolute dis ounting. This method subtra ts a xed disount, 0 < d < 1 from all words with ount greater
than zero. The resulting available probability mass is
then distributed over all words that have zero ount a ording to some prior distribution (in our ase uniform).
Thus we have
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where jV j is the size of the vo abulary, N (w; s) is the
number of times w o urs in the training data for state
s, N (s) is the total number of word o urren es a ross
all words in training data for state s, and jZs j is the
number of unique words with zero ount in state s.
There is no losed-form solution for the optimal value

of d. A typi al hoi e is z (s; 1)=(z (s; 1) + 2  z (s; 2)),
where z (s; n) is the number of unique words in state s
with ount n.
Both Lapla e smoothing and absolute dis ounting alulate the word distribution in a state using only the
training data in state s itself. In the next se tion, we
dis uss shrinkage, a method that leverages the word distributions in several related states in order to improve
parameter estimation.

Shrinkage

In many ma hine learning tasks there is a tension between onstru ting omplex models with many states
and onstru ting simple models with only a few states.
The omplex model is able to represent intri ate stru ture of the task, but often results in poor (high varian e) parameter estimation be ause the training data
highly fragmented. The simple model results in robust
parameter estimates, but performs poorly be ause it is
not suÆ iently expressive to model the data (too mu h
bias).
Shrinkage is a statisti al te hnique that balan es
these ompeting on erns by \shrinking" parameter estimates from data-sparse states of the omplex model
toward the estimates in related data-ri h states of the
simpler models. The ombination of the estimates
is provably optimal under the appropriate onditions.
Shrinkage has been extensively studied in statisti s
(Carlin & Louis 1996). Versions of this te hnique are
also used widely in statisti al language modeling for
spee h re ognition. We employ a simple form of shrinkage that ombines the estimates with a weighted average, and learns the weights with Expe tation Maximization. In spee h re ognition this form is alled deleted
interpolation (Jelinek & Mer er 1980).
Shrinkage for HMMs and Information
Extra tion

Shrinkage is typi ally de ned in terms of some hierar hy that represents the expe ted similarity between
parameter estimates, with the estimates at the leaves.
To reate a hierar hy from an HMM, we de ne subsets
of states that have word emission distributions we expe t to be similar, and de lare them to share a ommon
\parent" in a hierar hy of word distributions.
Figure 2 shows su h a hierar hy. It depi ts, for example, that all pre x states are expe ted to have related
word distributions|re e ting also the fa t that in a
simpler model, all four pre x states might have been
represented by a single state that allowed up to four
self-transitions. Internal nodes of the hierar hy an also
have parents, re e ting expe tations about weaker similarity between groups of states, and representing HMM
emission distributions that are yet again more simple.
At the top of ea h hierar hy is the most unassuming of
all word distributions, the uniform distribution, whi h
gives all words in the vo abulary equal probability. Beause the uniform distribution is in luded we no longer
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Determining Mixture Weights

Figure 2: A shrinkage on guration that addresses data
sparsity in ontextual states, showing shrinkage only for
non-target states.
need to smooth the lo al estimates with Lapla e or absolute dis ounting.
We have ompared several shrinkage hierar hy ongurations. Given that we distinguish four lasses of
states: non-target, target, pre x, and suÆx, the four
shrinkage on gurations are des ribed as follows:








None.

used.

No shrinkage; only absolute dis ounting is

Instead of absolute dis ounting, all singlestate distributions are shrunk toward the uniform distribution.
Global. The distributions of all target states are
shrunk toward a ommon parent, as well as the uniform distribution; likewise for the non-target states
with a di erent parent.
Hierar hi al. (Shown in Figure 2.) Target distributions are handled in the same way as in global.
Ea h of the other lasses of states|non-target, pre x,
and suÆx |is shrunk toward a separate, lass-spe i
parent. The pre x and suÆx parents are furthermore
shrunk toward a shared \ ontext" grandparent. Finally, all non-target, pre x, and suÆx states are also
shrunk toward a single an estor, shared among all
states that are not target states. Again, every state
is also shrunk toward the uniform distribution.

Uniform.

Shrinkage-Based Word Probabilities

Our new, shrinkage-based parameter estimate in a leaf
of the hierar hy (state of the HMM) is a linear interpolation of the estimates in all distributions from the leaf
to its root. Lo al estimates are al ulated from their
training data by maximum likelihood (simple ratios of
ounts, with no additions or dis ounting). The training
data for an internal node of the hierar hy is the union
of all the data in its hildren.
We write the word probability estimates for
the nodes on the path starting at state sj as
0
1
k
0
fP(w jsj ); P(w jsj ); :::P(w jsj )g, where P(w jsj ) is the esk
timate at the leaf, and P(wjsj ) is the uniform distribution at the root. The interpolation weights among
P these
estimates are written f0j ; 1j ; :::kj g, where ki=1 ij =

We derive empiri ally optimal weights, ij , between the
an estors of state sj , by nding the weights that maximize the likelihood of some hitherto unseen \held-out"
data, H. This maximum an be found by a simple form
of Expe tation-Maximization (EM) (Dempster, Laird,
& Rubin 1977), where ea h ea h word is assumed to
have been generated by rst hoosing one of the hierar hy nodes in the path to the root, say sij (with probability ij ), then using that node's word distribution to
generate that word. EM then maximizes the total likelihood when the hoi es of nodes made for the various
words are unknown. EM begins by initializing the j 's
to some initial values, say ij = k1 , then iterating the
following two steps until the j 's do not hange:
E-step Cal ulate the degree to whi h ea h node predi ts the words in state sj 's held-out set, Hj :
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While orre t and on eptually simple, this method
makes ineÆ ient use of the available training data by
arving o a held-out set. We x this problem by evaluating the E-step with ea h individual word o urren e
held out in turn. This method is very similar to the
\leave-one-out" ross-validation ommonly used in statisti al estimation.

Experiments

We present experimental results on nine information
extra tion problems from two orpora: a olle tion of
seminar announ ements posted to lo al newsgroups at
a large university, and a olle tion of arti les des ribing
orporate a quisitions taken from the Reuters dataset
(Lewis 1992). Both of these datasets, as well as the IE
problems de ned for them, are des ribed in detail in
previously published work (Freitag 1999).
The performan e of an algorithm is measured do ument by do ument. If the task is to extra t the start
time of a seminar from an announ ement, we assume
that there is a single orre t answer (perhaps presented
several di erent times in the same or super ially different ways). We ask whether a learner's single best

Window = 1
Window = 4
Window = 10

speaker
0.431
0.460
0.363

lo ation
0.797
0.653
0.558

stime
0.943
0.960
0.967

etime
0.771
0.716
0.746

Table 1: E e t on F1 performan e of hanging \window" size (number of ontext states) on four seminar
announ ement elds under absolute dis ounting.
None
Uniform
Global
Hier.

speaker
0.460
0.499
0.558
0.531

lo ation
0.653
0.660
0.758
0.695

stime
0.960
0.971
0.984
0.976

etime
0.716
0.840
0.589
0.565

Distan e
1
2
3
4

speaker
0.84
0.81
0.73
0.65

lo ation
0.84
0.90
0.80
0.74

stime
0.92
0.98
0.85
0.86

etime
0.95
0.98
0.95
0.93

Table 3: Lo al mixture weights along the pre x path
as a fun tion of distan e from the target states.
None
Uniform
Global
Hier.

speaker
0.513
0.614
0.711
0.672

lo ation
0.735
0.776
0.839
0.850

stime
0.991
0.991
0.991
0.987

etime
0.814
0.933
0.595
0.584

Table 2: E e t on F1 performan e of di erent shrinkage on gurations on four seminar announ ement elds,
given a topology with a window size of four and a single
target state.

Table 4: E e t on F1 performan e of di erent shrinkage on gurations on four seminar announ ement elds,
given a topology with a window size of four and four
parallel length-di erentiated target paths.

predi tion exa tly identi es one of the fragments representing the start time. If a learner's best predi tion does
not align exa tly with an a tual start time, as identi ed
by the human labeler, it is ounted as an error.
Let C be the number of test do uments for whi h a
learner's best predi tion orre tly identi es an instan e
of the target eld. Pre ision (P ) is C divided by the
number of do uments for whi h the learner issues any
predi tion. Re all (R) is C divided by the number of
do uments a tually ontaining an instan e of the target
eld. We present results in terms of F1, whi h is the
harmoni mean of P and R, i.e. 2=(1=P + 1=R).
We assume that ontext is ne essary for orre t extra tion on most IE tasks, but we do not know, given
a parti ular problem, how mu h a HMM an exploit.
Table 1 explores the e e t on F1 performan e of window sizes 1, 4, and 10 on the four extra tion tasks
from the seminar announ ement domain when only absolute dis ounting is used to estimate emission probabilities. Note that between the smallest and largest
window size performan e a tually de reases on three
of the four problems, re e ting the fa t that the more
omplex model fra tures the training data, making it
more diÆ ult to obtain reliable parameter estimates.
By softening the dependen e of emission estimates on
relative position, shrinkage allows the model to make
improved use of larger window sizes. Table 2 shows the
e e t of shrinkage on performan e of a window-size-four
topology. For all elds one or more of the shrinkage ongurations out-performs absolute dis ounting. In some
ases the improvement is dramati ; for example shrinkage redu es error on the speaker eld by 40%. \Global"
shrinkage is best for three of the four elds. We attribute the large performan e di eren es on the etime
task to the relative infrequen y of this eld. Although
times in general are prevalent in the seminar announ ement orpus, only about half of the do uments ontain

a seminar end time. The de rease in F1 for the bottom
two shrinkage on gurations is due to a large number
of spurious predi tions, extra tions from do uments in
whi h no end time is present. Thus, by making sparsely
trained states more willing to emit tokens they haven't
seen in training, shrinkage an sometimes have a deleterious e e t.
It is interesting to ask how the distribution of mixture weights varies as a fun tion of a state's role in the
model. Table 3 shows, for sample runs on ea h of the
four seminar announ ement tasks, how mu h weight is
pla ed on the lo al token distribution of ea h of four
pre x states. The \global" shrinkage on guration is
used in this ase. Note how the lo al weight tends to
de line with in reasing distan e from the target text,
agreeing with our intuition that the most onsistent
patterns are the losest. Also, lo al weight de reases
in proportion to the diÆ ulty of the eld, as re e ted
in F1 results. Clearly, the two time elds tend to o ur
in very predi table ontexts.
The ombination of shrinkage with multiple target
paths is parti ularly powerful. Table 4 shows the
e e t of the various shrinkage on gurations on the
performan e of the network of Table 2 in whi h the
single target state is repla ed by four parallel target
paths of lengths one, two, three, and four. Compared
with the earlier model, we see a universal in rease in
performan e|a 27% in rease in performan e on the loation eld. On this eld, the performan e of the HMM
is far better than other non-HMM learning methods we
have seen.
The ombination of shrinkage with appropriately designed topologies yields a learning algorithm that is
based on sound statisti al prin iples, runs eÆ iently,
and performs at a level ompetitive with or better than
the best learning algorithms with whi h we have experimented. Table 5 ompares HMM performan e on

SRV
HMM
SRV
HMM

speaker

lo ation

stime

etime

a quired

pur haser

a qabr

dlramt

0.703
0.711
0.343
0.309

0.723
0.839
0.429
0.481

0.988
0.991
0.351
0.401

0.839
0.595
0.527
0.553

status

0.380
0.467

Table 5: F1 of SRV and a representative HMM on nine
elds from two domains, the seminar announ ements
and orporate a quisitions.
nine information extra tion problems with that of SRV,
a onsistently strong rule-learning algorithm des ribed
elsewhere (Freitag 1999). The model in question has a
ontext window size of four, four target paths, and uses
the global shrinkage on guration. On all but etime
and a quired, the HMM obtains a higher F1 s ore than
SRV. Note, however, that on etime the performan e of
the uniform shrinkage on guration does beat SRV (see
Table 4).

Related Work

HMMs are well suited to a range of language pro essing
tasks and have previously been applied to the problem
of information extra tion in ways that di er from our
approa h in various ways.
In a related proje t, Seymore, M Callum, & Rosenfeld present an e ort to learn HMMs state/transition
stru ture 1999. Unlike this paper, the approa h uses a
single HMM to extra t many elds whi h are densely
pa ked in moderately stru tured text (su h as resear h
paper referen es and headers). Sin e many elds must
be represented in a single HMM, all observed and expe ted relative orderings of the elds must be aptured,
and stru ture learning be omes a hallenging and ne essary task.
Leek applies HMMs to the problem of extra ting gene
lo ations from biomedi al texts (Leek 1997). In ontrast with the models we study, Leek's models are arefully engineered for the task at hand|both the general
topology (whi h is hierar hi al and omplex), and the
language models of individual states. Leek uses network topology to model natural language syntax and
trims training examples for presentation to the model.
States are unigram language models, as in our work, but
it is un lear what smoothing poli y is used. Unknown
tokens are handled by spe ial \gap" states.
The Nymble system (Bikel et al. 1997) uses HMMs
to perform \named entity" extra tion as de ned by
MUC-6. All di erent elds to be extra ted are modeled in a single HMM, but to avoid the resulting diÆult stru ture-learning problem, there is a single state
per target and the state-transition stru ture is ompletely onne ted. Emission and transition probabilities are onditioned not only on the state, but also on
the last emission|resulting in highly fragmented probability fun tions, and sparse training data. Thus they
use a form of shrinkage to obtain more robust parameter

estimates. However, unlike our shrinkage, whi h averages among di erent HMM states, they average among
distributions that use di erent representations of the
last emission. They also do not learn the optimal mixture weights with EM.

Con lusions

This paper has demonstrated the ability of shrinkage
to improve the performan e of HMMs for information
extra tion. The tension between the desire for omplex models and the la k of training data is a onstant
struggle here (as in many ma hine learning tasks) and
shrinkage provides for us a prin ipled method of striking a balan e. We have also strived to motivate the
high suitability of HMMs to the information extra tion
task in general|for example, by pointing out that the
availability of the Viterbi algorithm avoids the need to
evaluate a super-linear number of sub-sequen es.
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